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Abstract
I develop a multiscale approximation algorithm for the cardinality constrained knap-
sack problem. The algorithm consists of three steps: a rounding and reduction step
where a hierarchical representation of the problem data ranging from coarse to fine is
generated, a solution step where a coarse solution is computed, and a refinement step
where the accuracy of the solution is improved by refining the problem representation.
I demonstrate that the algorithm is fully polynomial with a runtime complexity
that improves upon the previous best known fully polynomial approximation scheme.
Through an extensive computational study, I show that the running times of the
algorithm is less than or equal to that of a commercial integer programming package
with little loss in solution accuracy.
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Introduction
This thesis develops an approximation algorithm for the cardinality constrained bi-
nary knapsack problem. A cardinality constraint is a restriction on the number of
items included in the optimal solution to a knapsack problem. This restriction natu-
rally arises in cases where external costs in proportion to the number of items selected
have to be considered as part of the solution. In this chapter, I give an overview of
the problem and a short description of existing solution methodologies. I discuss the
limitations of existing approximation algorithms and motivate the multiscale approx-
imation approach. I close with this thesis's contributions and the structure of the
dissertation.
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1.1 The Binary Knapsack Problem
The Binary Knapsack Problem (BKP) is the simplest non-trivial integer program-
ming problem. BKP and its variations have been widely studied in the past, see for
example, Martello and Toth [17], Kellerer et al [12].
The problem is stated as follows:
Given N items, each with a profit pi and weight wi, and a knapsack with capacity
c, our objective is to select as many items as possible such that the items fit inside
the knapsack while maximizing our profit. We can formulate BKP as an integer
programming problem as follows.
N
max pixi
i=1
s.t. Wixi < C
i=1
xi E {O,1}
Often, a natural restriction that arises is a constraint on the number of items that
can be part of the solution. If k is an upper bound on the number of items that
can be selected, we can write the resulting cardinality constrained knapsack problem
(kKP) as follows.
N
max pixi
i=1
N
s.t. wixi < C
N= (1.2)N
Exi < k
xi E {0,1}
where pi, wi, c E R+ and N > k > 1.
The kKP is a special case of a two constraint knapsack problem that generalizes
the BKP. Both the BKP and kKP belong to the family of A'P-hard problems
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(for example, see Gary and Johnson [6], Papadimitriou and Steiglitz [21] ). There is
currently no known polynomial time algorithm for the kKP. A variation of kKP is
the Exact-kKP where exactly k items have to be selected in the solution. Caprara
et al [3] show that this version of the problem easily reduces to the kKP.
1.2 Approximation Algorithms
BKP and kKP are combinatorial in nature as the feasible solutions are subsets of
a given set. We can solve these problems exactly by enumeration. However, this is
not always practical as the number of feasible solutions is typically exponential in
the size of the problem. The BKP allows a pseudopolynomial approximation to any
required degree (for example, see Vazirani [28]). In 2000, Caprara et al [3] developed
the first pseudopolynomial approximation to the kKP.
1.2.1 Definitions
Let H be an instance of a maximization problem and let A be an approximation
algorithm. Let OPT(H) be the optimal value of the objective function for the problem
and A(H) be the objective function value achieved by algorithm A. For a given error
value e, we say that A is an (1 - e)-approximate scheme if
A(H) > (1 - e)OPT(fl) (1.3)
A is also said to have a performance ratio of e. Furthermore, if A is polynomial
in the size of H, we call A a Polynomial Time Approximation Scheme(PTAS). The
complexity of a PTAS is often exponential in 1 . If A is polynomial in the size of the
problem and 1, we say that A is a Fully Polynomial Time Approximation Scheme
(FPTAS). An FPTAS is the strongest possible algorithm with respect to worst case
complexity (see Schuurman and Woeginger [26]) that we can devise for an APP-hard
problem.
12
N Requests c Memory
k Processors
Figure 1-1: Scheduling tasks on a multi-processor shared memory computer
1.3 Literature Review
1.3.1 Examples of the kKP
Consider the following resource allocation problem:
An application server has resource constraints in the form of the number of proces-
sors and the amount of core memory (Figure 1-1). At a given time, a large number of
processes are competing for these resources. Without loss of generality, assume that
each process requires one dedicated processor and some amount of memory. Every
process also has a priority or profit value attached to it. The problem here is to op-
timize the selection of processes to run at a given time so as to maximize the utility
(or profit) and make full use of the processor and memory resources.
The kKP appears as a subproblem (see for example. Caprara et al [3]) in a
13
wide variety of instances. Posner and Guignard [24] present the Collapsing Knapsack
Problem that can be solved as multiple kKP instances with the same set of items
and different capacities. This problem has applications in satellite communications,
where each user is allocated a portion of the transmission band and gaps have to be
maintained between each portion.
The kKP appears as a subproblem when Cutting Stock problems are solved using
column generation under the condition that the number of pieces that can be cut from
each stock is constrained due to the limited number of cutting knives available(see
for example, Kolen and Spieksma [13], Vanderbeck [27]).
Farias and Nemhauser [4] study a cardinality constrained knapsack problem with
continuous variables, where no more than a specific number of variables are allowed to
be positive. In this variation, fractional items can be selected. They cite applications
of this variation in areas such as finance, location and scheduling.
Cardinality constraints occur naturally in a variety of situations. For example, in
portfolio optimization, a practical consideration is the number of stocks that are held
as part of the portfolio. In assortment space optimization where retail shelf space
is the primary constraint, secondary constraints in terms of the number of brands
carried per shelf appear. In some professional sports, the number of players a team
can carry and the total salary that they can be paid per year are both limited.
1.3.2 Approximation Algorithms for the kKP
Dynamic Programming is a technique to efficiently enumerate the search space for a
combinatorial problem. It is guaranteed (for example, see Woeginger [29]) to find the
exact optimal solution, but not necessarily in polynomial time. A traditional way to
derive an FPTAS from a Dynamic Programming solution to an HP-Hard problem
is to round the input data [25].
Korte and Schrader [14] proved that a knapsack problem with two or more con-
straints allows a FPTAS only if P = HP. The kKP is of theoretical interest as it
is a special case of a two dimensional knapsack problem.
Caprara et al [3] proved the existence of a FPTAS for the kKP. In this algorithm,
14
the item profit values are scaled uniformly. Using a dynamic programming scheme,
a heuristic solution that is optimal for the scaled profits is obtained. This solution is
then showed to be within (1 - c) of the optimal solution to the original kKP.
The complexity of this approach is O(+) where N is the number of items, k is
the cardinality constraint and E is the target approximation error.
The complexity of the dynamic programming solution depends upon the number
of distinct profit values (represented by the number of bins) in the scaled problem.
Uniformly scaled item profits form an arithmetic series of bins (Figure 1-2(a)). An
alternate approach is to construct a series of bins on the profit axis that increase in
size geometrically as seen in Figure 1-2(b).
Profits Profits
(a) Arithmetic Bins (b) Geometric Bins
Figure 1-2: Arithmetic and Geometric Bins
Geometric binning reduces the number of distinct profit values; however this leads
to a dynamic program with exponential complexity [18]. Hutter and Mastrolilli [18]
propose a novel hybrid rounding scheme for item profits that combines both arithmetic
and geometric rounding. In this algorithm, the items are divided into two sets based
on their profits. A combination of arithmetic and geometric bins are then used to
scale the item profit values. A dynamic program similar to that in [3] is used to
compute combinations of large profit items with a given total profit and minimum
weight. These combinations are then augmented using the small profit items. The
Mastrolilli-Hutter algorithm has a complexity of O(N + 2) where z = min{k, 1},
with a performance ratio of E.
In general, N is considered to be much larger in magnitude than [15, 12]. The
Mastrolilli-Hutter algorithm has an advantage as it is explicitly linear in N when
compared to the earlier algorithm of Caprara et al.
15
1.3.3 Approximation Algorithms for the BKP
The Binary Knapsack Problem (BKP) is a special case of the kKP with no constraint
on the number of items that can be selected, i.e., k = N. Scaling the item profits
followed by a dynamic programming solution is a common technique in devising fully
polynomial approximation schemes for the BKP.
The first fully polynomial approximation scheme for the BKP was discovered
independently by Ibarra and Kim [8] and Babat [1]. In this algorithm, items are
divided into two sets according to their profits. The item profits are scaled and
the knapsack is solved for the large profit items using dynamic programming. Any
residual capacity in the list of dynamic program solutions is filled by the small profit
items. This algorithm has a time complexity of O(N In N + - min{N, y ln(.)}) with
a space complexity of O(N + y).
Using a different scaling technique, Lawler [15] improved the time complexity of
the Ibarra-Kim algorithm to O(N In + ). Magazine and Oguz [16] modified the
Ibarra-Kim algorithm to provide another FPTAS for the BKP that has weaker time
complexity (O(N 2 1nN)) but a stronger space complexity (O(N)) when E is appropri-
ately chosen.
Kellerer and Pferschy [10] describe a FPTAS for the BKP with a time complexity
of O(N min{ln N, ln 1} In . min{N, 1 ln -}) and a space requirement of O(N+ ).
In the first step in this algorithm, items are separated into two sets depending on
their profit values. The range of the large profit items is then subdivided uniformly
into bins. Each bin is further subdivided into smaller intervals where the interval size
depends on the bin profit value. Bins with larger profit values get a smaller number of
subintervals. Within each bin, items are ordered according to weight and their profits
are approximated by the lower subinterval bound. As before, a dynamic programming
scheme is applied to the scaled profit values and solutions are computed. Small profit
items are used in a greedy heuristic to fill in any excess capacity. This algorithm
has improved space utilization when compared to the Magazine-Oguz [16] algorithm
when N > and improved time complexity when N In N >.E
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1.4 Motivation and Contributions
The Mastrolilli-Hutter algorithm is linear in the number of items N considered in the
problem. This is significant as N is assumed to be the dominating factor for a typical
kKP. However computational experiments (detailed in Chapter 4) show that this
algorithm performs poorly when compared to a state of the art mixed integer program
(MIP) solver like CPLEX 9.0 [9]. An algorithm with guaranteed error bounds and
practical utility is thus desirable.
Current rounding approaches discretize the range of profit values that an item can
take. The sizes of each of these discrete bins is independent of the distribution of
items within the range of profits. This motivates the idea of adaptive rounding which
adapts bin sizes to the item profit distribution. If this leads to a further reduction in
the input data size, the complexity of an algorithm utilizing this approach should be
improved.
In this thesis I develop one such adaptive rounding technique (Split/Merge).
This technique uses a suitable starting point to construct a hierarchy of bins on the
profit values. The hierarchy of bins corresponds to a multiscale approximation of
the item profits with the error varying by the scale. I show that this leads to a
(1 - c)-approximate algorithm (MSKP) for the kKP with complexity O(N + L)
where z = min{k, 1}. I also compare the computational performance of the algorithm
against CPLEX and show that for a variety of randomly generated problem sets, the
running time for MSKP is competitive with or better than that achieved by CPLEX
with little loss in solution quality.
1.5 Dissertation Structure
Chapter 2 provides an overview of arithmetic, geometric and hybrid binning proce-
dures and the application of dynamic programming to derive an FPTAS for the kKP.
I describe Split/Merge, the adaptive rounding scheme that generates a multiscale
representation of the item profits and show how the hybrid rounding of Mastrolilli and
17
Hutter can serve as its starting point. Chapter 2 also outlines the MSKP algorithm
that uses the multiscale representation to find the optimal solution to the kKP.
Chapter 3 gives the complexity analysis of MSKP for continuous and discrete dis-
tributions of item profits. I show how MSKP leads to an improvement in complexity
of O(z) where z = min{k, }.
Chapter 4 demonstrates the practical utility of MSKP by comparing its running
times and solution quality to that of CPLEX, a commercial integer programming
solver. I show that for a variety of problem instances, randomly generated as detailed
in Pisinger [22], the running times of MSKP match or do better than that of CPLEX
with little loss in solution quality. Chapter 5 summarizes the thesis and indicates
avenues for further research.
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A Multiscale Approximation Algorithm
This chapter describes the building blocks of a multi-scale approximation algorithm
(MSKP) for the k-Knapsack Problem (kKP). The algorithm consists of a pre-
processing step where a hierarchical representation of the problem data is generated,
a solution step where a coarse solution is computed, and a refinement step where the
accuracy of the solution is improved by refining the problem representation.
19
2.1 The k-Knapsack Problem (kKP)
kKP can be formulated as follows.
N
max Zpixi
i=1
N
s.t. wix
i=1N
K C
Sxi < k
i=1
xi E {0, 1}
where pi, wi, c E R+ and N > k > 1.
A general approximation strategy for simplifying the problem structure involves
the following steps.
1. Reduce the number of distinct profit values in the problem by rounding/binning
the profit values.
2. Split the set of items into large profit and small profit items.
3. Solve the resultant simpler problem for the large profit items using a pseudo-
polynomial dynamic program.
4. Use the small profit items to fill in any excess knapsack capacity.
2.2 A '-Approximate Algorithm
Relaxing the integrality of xi leads to a }-approximation algorithm for the kKP as
shown in Caprara et al. [3]. This LP approximation to the kKP can be computed
in O(N) time using the algorithm of Meggido and Tamir [20]. Algorithm 1 lists the
'-Approximate Algorithm to the kKP.
The }-approximate algorithm helps us derive some useful bounds for the optimal
value.
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Algorithm 1 The I-Approximate Algorithm
1: I +- LPSolve(kKP) {Index Set of Optimal Basic Solution}
2: I1 E I {Indices with xi = 1}
3: If E I {Indices with fractional xi}
4: if If = 0 then
5: return ZH P(1)
6: else if If = {i}, i E N then
7: return ZH = max(P(Ii), pi)
8: else if If = {i, j} E N, wj ; wi then
9: return ZH = max(P(I1) + pi, pi)
10: end if
Let ZH be the optimal solution obtained in this fashion. Let Z* be the actual
optimal profit sum. We have,
2ZH > ZH +pmax > Z* > ZH (2.1)
where pmax is the maximum profit value of any item.
2.3 FPTAS for kKP
The first FPTAS for the kKP was shown in Caprara et al. [3] using uniformly sized
bins (Fig. 2-1 (a)), i.e., bin profits increasing in an arithmetic series, to round the profit
values. This algorithm has a time complexity of O(2). The current best FPTAS
is linear in N and is claimed by Mastrolilli and Hutter [19] using a hybrid rounding
scheme. This scheme uses a combination of arithmetic and geometric progressions of
bin sizes (Fig. 2-1(b)). Their algorithm has a running time of 0 (N + where
z = min{k, } with a performance ratio of E.
Profits Profits
(a) Arithmetic Bins (b) Geometric Bins
Figure 2-1: Arithmetic and Geometric Bins
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2.4 A Multiscale Approximation
In a multiscale algorithm, the problem instance is represented across a range of scales.
The algorithm solves the problem at a coarse scale and then refines the solution as
needed to improve accuracy. To derive a multiscale algorithm for the kKP, we build
a hierarchy of bins to approximate the item profits. Algorithm 2 shows the high level
description of MSKP, the multiscale approximation scheme to the kKP.
Algorithm 2 The Multiscale Approximation Algorithm MSKP
1: p' <- SplitMerge(p, r, m){Adaptive Binning}
2: ZO <- Solve(p', w, c){Dynamic Program}
3: Ji <- unsplit bins at level i
4: for all i - 0 ... rm - I do
5: while Ji f 0 do
6: = Select(Ji){Bin Selection for Refinement}
7: Z* = max(Zi,Ref ine(Zi, Items(j)))
8: end while
9: end for
The four major steps in MSKP are detailed below.
2.4.1 Profit Approximation - SplitMerge
The SplitMerge algorithm performs the rounding and reduction step in MSKP. It
uses an appropriate discretization of the profit axis as its starting point and creates a
hierarchy of bins by splitting and merging bins as necessary. This process is controlled
by two input parameters to the algorithm, a threshold for the average error for the
items in a bin, r, and the number of levels in the bin hierarchy, m. Figure 2-2
shows the bin approximation errors for a particular initial binning scheme. Figure 2-
3 shows a Merge operation that creates a new bin with approximation error less than
the threshold by combining two adjacent bins. Figure 2-4 shows a Split operation
that divides a bin with approximation error greater than the threshold to create two
bins with approximation errors less than the threshold. Algorithm 3 outlines the
SplitMerge procedure.
The split denotes the subdivision of a bin with average approximation error greater
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Figure 2-4: Split Operation
than -F. Adjacent bins are merged if the average approximation error in the combined
bin is less than the threshold. The maximum number of adjacent bins that can be
merged is < 2'4. This number is denoted as M in the algorithm.
The arithmetic and geometric binning schemes presented earlier discretize the
profit range without taking into consideration the distribution of item profits. The
SplitMerge algorithm is adaptive in the sense that it adjusts the bin sizes according
to the item profit histogram. The output of the algorithm is the new set of bin profit
values, also referred to as the coarse approximation of the problem data.
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Algorithm 3 The SplitMerge Adaptive Binning Algorithm
1: Inputs
2: P vector of profit values
3: pi profit value for the ith bin in binning scheme S
4: PL large profit threshold, if p > PL, p is considered a large profit
5: m a parameter which denotes the maximum levels of split/merge
6: M the maximum number of mergeable adjacent bins M < 2 "
7: r a parameter which denotes an average bin error cut off threshold
8:
9: Outputs
10: p' new bin profit values
11:
12: Initialize
13: L <- set of large profit bins
14: EC +- average error per bin
15: L c L with Ei < T
16: S c L with ei > T
17: p' +- pi
18: Split
19:
20: for all i E S do
21: j +- 1
22: while j < m & ei > r do
23: {p'} +- a {Split bin i into 2i bins}
24: j +- j +1
25: end while
26: end for
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
Merge
while L # 0 do
i + i E L | ei is minimum
j -jE {i - M,. .,i - 1} bin j is non-empty and j is maximum
Ag9 +- change in Ej if bin i is merged into j
if Aej + ej < r then
merge bin j into bin i
drop p' from p'
37: Ej
38: ma
39:
40:
41:
42:
- Ei + Aej
rk bin i as merged
else
mark bin i as cannot be merged
end if
end while
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2.4.2 The Coarse Solution - Solve
The procedure Solve takes the output of SplitMerge and creates a coarse level
solution to the problem using a pseudo-polynomial dynamic program approach.
Partition the set of items into two subsets, a set of large profit items L = {i
p, > EZH} and a set of small profit items S = {i p, 5 EZH}. In any feasible
solution, the number of large items NL = min{k, , since Z* < 2ZH
Following [3], Let U C L such that the total weight of all items in U, w(U) c
and the cardinality of U, jUI < k. Let p(U) be the total profit of all the items in U.
U has the additional property that w(U) is minimum among all such sets with the
same profit sum and cardinality. For each such U compute a set T C S such that
IT| + JUI < k and p(T) is maximum. The combination of U and T which has the
highest profit sum is our coarse solution. We use a dynamic programming recursion
to compute U.
Define set V as
V ={p(U) : U C L and w(U) c andlUI < k} (2.2)
Let a = IL and 3 = IVI.
For i =1, ... , a , a E V ,l = 1,.... NL let
=1 pjj =a
gi(a, l) = min wjX: (2.3)
j=1
Xj E f0, 1}
Let go(0, 0) = 0 and go(a, l) = +oo. We can then compute gi using a recursion
gi(a, l) = min gi (a, 1)
gip(a-pj,l -1) + wj if l>0 and a> pi
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2.4.3 Bin Selection for Refinement - Select
We can divide the set of items into two subsets, one with the optimal solution sensitive
to changes in the item profits and one insensitive to the changes in item profits. We
can use coarse bins for the subset that does not influence the optimum and fine
bins for the subset that does. However, computing this optimal binning is as hard
as solving the optimization problem itself. The hierarchical binning scheme shown
above provides us with a framework to approach this ideal binning iteratively.
Let pi,j be the ith item's profit at level 1 in the hierarchy of bins. Let xi be a binary
variable which indicates whether or not item i is part of the optimal solution.
We have,
N N N
> iPi,O Xipi,l Xiim-1
1 1 1
Assuming that we know the optimal binning beforehand, let p* be the ith item's
profit in the optimal binning scheme and x* be the corresponding binary selection
variable. {p*} will have components at various levels 1 = [0, . . . , m - 1] and the least
number of distinct values such that El xipi = Zf zim-1. Geometrically, we can
look at the pi,j values progressively approximating the actual profit values. However,
not all the profit values are equally important; some influence the global optimum
more than the others. Those components of {pi,l} to which the optimal value is not
sensitive remain at the coarser levels. The following heuristic picks out the profit bins
to refine. Algorithm 4 shows the profit density heuristic.
The profit density A of an item is defined as
w
Algorithm 4 Average Profit Density Heuristic in Select
1: Ji <- unsplit bins at level i
2: Al <- average A of bin k at level i
3: bin to be split k <- arg maxk{A - _1}
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Geometrically, we are reclaiming that component of the item profit vector that
has a higher chance of influencing the optimal profit while causing a considerable
change in the profit vector direction. Depending on the solution accuracy desired and
the time budget available, the procedure Select heuristically selects a coarse bin to
split.
2.4.4 Solution Refinement - Ref ine
The procedure Ref ine improves the solution using the newly split bins. It is useful
here to analyze the sensitivity of the optimum to perturbations of a single item's
profit. The analysis is similar to that of Hifi et al. [7]. Let pi -+ pi + A, A > 0 for any
split step. Let Z be the optimum solution to the problem before the change in pi, let
X be the set of indices which are part of the solution. If i C X, as A is positive, the
optimal profit can only increase, hence i remains part of the solution.
If i X Let Zi be the optimal solution to the problem under the stipulation that
Xi = 1. By definition, we have Zi < Z. Now if pi is perturbed to pi + A, the optimal
solution vector X does not change iff Z > Zi + A, or when A C [0, Z - Zi]. In [7], this
interval is approximated using a LP upper bound for Z, Zi. We however have the
results from the dynamic program at our disposal. Zi is given by the combination of
U and T with xi = 1 and maximum profit sum. This process can be done in constant
time using a lookup table for the function space of gi(a, 1).
Let Bi be the set of items in bin i, now split into two bins Bia and Bib with profits
pi and pi + A respectively. Let
Biad = Bi n Bia
B new = \ oldB = Bia\ Bia
Bod = Bi n Bib
B new B\oldiB = Bib \ Bhi
Let U* and T* be the optimal item sets from the dynamic program. We need two sets
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of feasible solutions to augment the set U: feasible solutions containing only items
from Bib and feasible solutions containing items from Bib and items from other bins.
For each bin, if the item with the lowest weight cannot be part of the optimum, then
the rest of the items need not be considered.
Evaluate the set of feasible solutions containing j = 1,... , nib elements from Bib.
This can be done by identifying existing feasible solutions containing j items from
Bold and updating their profits by jA. If any such solution does not exist, it has to
be computed. Update the optimal values as needed. In the worst case, where Bod is
0, solutions containing j = 1, . . . , nib items from Bib can be evaluated by considering
the corresponding number of items from Bia with profits increased by A and weights
increased proportionally. In this case, every item in Bib will be heavier than every
item in Bia and the number of items in Bib will not be greater than the number of
items in Bia.
2.5 Summary
I developed a multiscale approximation algorithm for kKP that consists of a hierar-
chical binning scheme for item profits that generates a multiscale representation of the
problem (SplitMerge), a coarse solution to the problem using a dynamic program-
ming recursion (Solve) and a refinement step that iteratively increases the accuracy
of the solution (Select and Refine). In the next chapter, I will analyze the run-
time complexity of this algorithm and show that it improves upon the current best
theoretical results.
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Complexity Analysis
This chapter analyzes the run-time complexity of the MSKP algorithm described
in Chapter 2. I show that the MSKP algorithm, with a hybrid geometric and
arithmetic rounding scheme as the starting point, improves the run-time complexity
of the previous best known algorithm by a factor of 0(z) where z = min{k, } with
the same performance ratio.
3.1 Definitions and Assumptions
We expect the optimum value given by MSKP to be within 1-c of the true optimum.
I will show that the MSKP algorithm is polynomial in 1 with a performance ratioIE
of e.
We are interested in solutions where the approximation error is less than or equal
30
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to 50%.
Definition 1. e E (0, 12
Bin i contains items with profit p C [pi, pi+i). Every item in this bin has its profit
value approximated by pi which is called the bin profit. Choosing geometric rounding
initially implies that
p = (1 - E)Pi+1 (3.1)
Definition 2. Let fp(p) be the item profit density function. If fp(p) is positive and
continuous, the average relative approximation error ej of bin i is defined as follows
=i j" Pi+3 -6 p 'fp (p)dp (3.2)
I fp(p)dp
If fp(p) is discrete and positive, the average relative approximation error Ej for
bin i with p varying discretely from pi to pi+1 - 6 is defined as
Pi+i16
E P A fp(p)
Ai = p (3.3)
E fp (P)
Pi
where 6 -+ 0 is a small positive constant.
3.2 Approximation Error Within a Bin
Lemma 1. For any continuous or discrete distribution of item profits within a bin i,
where the bin profits increase geometrically, the average relative approximation error
i K E
Proof.
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Consider the case where fp(p) is continuous and positive within a bin. fp(p) can
be discontinuous at the bin boundaries, and this generalizes the case where fp(p) is
continuous over the entire range of profit values.
3.2.1 Continuous Positive Profit Distribution
The average relative approximation error for bin i is given by
JPi+1 
6 p _ fp(p)dp
-
i~' fp(p)dp
The maximum value that the profit p can have within bin i is pi+1 - J where 3 is
vanishingly small. Using this we can rewrite Equation 3.4 as
I + p P 6 fp(p)dpEj < fp - P+1 - (3.5)
Pi+1-6 fp(p)dp
Taking the limit with 6 -+ 0 gives us
/Pi+1Ei:! P+i - A fp +1f ()d (3.6)
i+1 fp(p)dp
- Pi±1 j~Pi~lfpd
or
ei < E (3.7)
The result also holds for the more general assumption that fp(p) is an integrable
function within a bin. The assumption that fp(p) is continuous within a bin implies
the existence of the integral.
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3.2.2 Discrete Positive Profit Distribution
The analysis for discrete profit distributions is similar to the continuous case, with
summations replacing the integrals. As before, we calculate the average relative
approximation error within bin i. From Equation 3.3 we have
Pi+1- 6
I: P A fp(p)
P= " (3.8)Pi+1-6
Z fp(P)
Pi
Again, the maximum value that p can take within bin i is pi+1- 6 where 6 becomes
vanishingly small. We can then derive an upper bound for Ec as follows
E fp (P)
Ei < Pi+1 - A - Pi (3.9)
E fp (P)
Pi
Which gives us the following upper bound on ei
ei < e (3.10)
Equations 3.7 and 3.10 prove Lemma 1.
3.3 Approximation Error after Merge
Lemma 2. The average relative approximation error of a bin formed by merging M
adjacent bins each with average approximation error E < e is bounded above by Me if
Proof. This proof is by induction. Our base case is when two adjacent bins are
merged. We show that Lemma 2 holds true for M = 2. We assume that Lemma 2 is
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true for M - 1 bins and then prove that it holds true when the Mth bin is merged in.
For bin i let pi be the bin profit, ni be the number of items and Ei be the average
relative approximation error.
Now consider two adjacent bins i and i + 1. Let bin i + 1 be merged with bin i.
All ni+1 items in bin i + 1 now have a profit value of pi.
The maximum relative error Emax for an item in bin i + 1 is given by
Emax <P+
Pi+2<Pi+2 - Pi,+
Pi+2
Pi+2 - Pi+1 + EPi+1
Pi+2 Pi+2
< 2c
Let Ei,i+1 be the average relative approximation error of the merged bin
ni i + ni+1 (2c)
ni + ni+l
As ei < E, we can rewrite this equation as
Eii+l 2c (3.11)
Assume that merging M - 1 bins (bin indices from i to i + M - 2) leads to
an average relative approximation error Ei,i+M-2 < (M - 1)c. Now merge in the
(i+ M - 1)th bin. The maximum approximation error of an item that was previously
in bin i + M - 1 is given by
Emax Pi±M - P
Pi+M
< 1-(1-0)m
<ME- M( )E2 (1_ M-2)
M(M - 1)(M - 2)(M -3)E4 M-4
24 5 4)]
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we have
3M < - +2
Emax < ME
(3.12)
(3.13)
Let Ei,i+M-1 be the average relative approximation error of the M merged bins
nii+M-2Ei,i+M-2 + ni+M- 1(ME)iiiM2+~+-
ni,i+m-2 + ni+m-l
Using equation 3.13 and lemma 3 we have
e <,+M1 (  - 1)E + E ni+m-
ni,i+M-2 + ni+M-1
(3.14)
Hence we have
Fi,i+M-1 < ME
Using Equation 3.11 as the starting point we can see by induction that this
Lemma 2 as long as the condition on M given by Equation 3.12 holds true.
(3.15)
proves
0
3.4 Complexity Analysis
3.4.1 Complexity of the Coarse Solution and Refinement
The coarse solution is computed using the dynamic program recursion (Solve) de-
scribed in Chapter 2.
The Solve procedure 2.3 has been shown [31 to have a complexity of O(acNL).
Computing T is linear in the size of S, Ns. The overall time complexity of the coarse
solution is given by O(N + aONL + /NLNs) where NL is the number of large profit
items in a solution, Ns is the number of small profit items, a is the number of large
profit bins, / is the number of elements in the set V. Recall from equation 2.2 that
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if
V = {p(U) : U C L and w(U) < c andUl < k}
V is the set of distinct profit values that can be attained using feasible combina-
tions of the large profit items.
To avoid exponential complexity for the dynamic program, we make the set of
possible solution profits countable by approximating each geometric bin profit with
the nearest arithmetic bin of size -n-. Here L is the largest number of large profit
items that can be part of the solution. This happens when only items from the
smallest large bin are selected for the solution. L is of 0(1). Merging bins reduces
the number of large profit bins and the size of the set of possible solution profit values
by M. Let z = min{k, 1}.
Then we have the following: a is 0(;), z is 0(;), NL is 0(1) and Ns is
o(). The pre-processing steps for creating the hierarchical bins are O(N). From
equation 3.12, M is 0(1).
Hence the complexity of computing the coarse solution is given by
kz
( 2 +(3.16)
The maximum number of bins that can be refined is given by 0(1). Each re-
finement step takes z = min (k, 0(1)) time. Hence the complexity of the refinement
process is given by
0( ) (3.17)
3.4.2 Complexity of the Algorithm
Theorem 1. For any continuous or discrete distribution of item profits, there exists
a fully-polynomial time approximation scheme for the kKP that runs in O(N + ')
with a performance ratio of e.
Proof. Once every bin is refined to its final state, the maximum approximation error
for any item is 0(e) as the binning is the same as the hybrid binning scheme. The
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overall complexity of the algorithm is then given by O(N + k).
3.5 Extensions to Other Problems
3.5.1 An FPTAS for BKP
A straightforward extension of MSKP is to apply the algorithm to an ordinary
Binary Knapsack Problem (BKP). A wide variety of FPTAS are known for BKP.
Table 3.1 summarizes currently known algorithms with advanced rounding/reduction
schemes.
Author Complexity
Ibarra, Kim [8] O(N In N + - min{N, -ln(!)})
Lawler [15] O(N In - + -L)
Magazine, Oguz [16] o(N 2 nN)
Kellerer, Pferschy [11, 10] O(N min{ln N, In} + In min{N, ln })
Krishnan O(N +C)
Table 3.1: FPTAS for BKP
kKP assumes that N dominates k and . We can extend the FPTAS shown
above for the kKP to solve a binary knapsack problem (BKP) by setting k = N.
The complexity of this algorithm is then O(N + N).
3.5.2 Cost of Re-optimization
Consider an online variation to the kKP where we first solve the problem for a given
initial set of items and then as new items come in, we recompute the optimal solution.
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We assume that every bin already contains the maximum number of items that it can
hold.
In each bin, all the items are assigned the same profit value and are ordered
according to weight. The new item introduced into the bin can be
1. heavier than any existing item in the bin
2. lighter than some r existing items in the bin
For case 1, the optimal solution does not change as the bins are saturated. For
case 2, the optimal solution might change as the new item will replace the item next
to it in weight in all interesting solutions that it appears in. In effect, this trickles
down the bin. The total computational effort is then proportional to the number of
items that are displaced (O(r) <; 0(min(k, ))).
3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter I considered discrete or continuous item profit density functions and
showed that the runtime complexity of the MSKP algorithm is O(N + k). In Ap-
pendix B, I look at specific continuous distributions for the item profit, namely, linear,
power and exponential and give alternate derivations for the runtime complexity of
MSKP in those cases. The next chapter presents the results of an empirical study
comparing the run times and solution quality of MSKP against a commercial mixed
integer program solver.
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Computational Results
In this chapter, I explore the computational performance of the multiscale approxima-
tion algorithm (MSKP) and the industry standard CPLEX 9.0 [9] software package.
I show that for a variety of cases, the running time performance of MSKP matches
or does better than that of CPLEX, though with some loss in solution quality.
4.1 Problem Generation
A variety of Knapsack problems were generated using the advanced 0 - 1 Knapsack
problem generator referenced in [23]. These problem instances were modified to add
a cardinality constraint and then transformed into formats readable by CPLEX and
MSKP using opbdp [2]. All experiments were run on a computer with a 1.86GHz
Intel Pentium-M processor with 2GB of memory. Following guidelines in the literature
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(for example, Martello and Toth [17]) we construct three classes of problems.
4.1.1 Uncorrelated Instances
Here there is no correlation between the profit and weight of a given item. The profits
and weights are sampled from uniform distributions, p3 - U(1, P), wj - U(1, W).
Figure 4-1 shows the scatter plot for such an instance.
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Figure 4-1: Uncorrelated Profits and Weights
4.1.2 Weakly Correlated Instances
Here the item profit is weakly correlated with the item weight. If the item weights
are sampled from a uniform distribution, wj - U(1, W), the item profits are within
a band 6 of the item weights. pj = wj ± U(1, 6). Figure 4-2 shows the scatter plot
for such an instance.
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Figure 4-2: Weakly Correlated Profits and Weights
4.1.3 Strongly Correlated Instances
Here the item weights are sampled from a uniform distribution and the item profit
is a linear function of the item weight. Figure 4-3 shows a scatter plot of such an
instance. For the BKP, the strongly correlated case tends to be the hardest to solve
in practice.
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4.2 Comparison of Hybrid Binning and MSKP
MSKP and Hybrid Binning (HB) share the same core dynamic programming so-
lution. Computational experiments show that HB becomes intractable when the
problem size increases and the acceptable error goes down. For most of the problem
instances considered in this study, the running time of HB was in the order of 105ms
or more. Table 4.1 compares the average running times of HB, MSKP and CPLEX
over the three broad categories of problems considered.
Problem Instance Average Running Times (ms)
CPLEX MSKP HB
Uncorrelated 192.50 20.00 > 105
Weakly Correlated 192.88 57.50 > 10,
Strongly Correlated 175.00 167.50 > 105
Table 4.1: Hybrid Binning vs MSKP vs CPLEX
4.3 Numerical Results for Varying Capacity
For each problem class, 8 random instances were generated and tested 5 times each
with an allowable error setting c = 4%. The optimal solution and running time for
MSKP implemented in C++ were compared to results from CPLEX. All problems
generated have N = 1000 items following the guidelines for generating reasonably
large problems in previous experiments [5, 22].
4.3.1 Uncorrelated Instance
Table 4.2 shows the computational results for datasets where the profits and weights
are uncorrelated. The problem was formulated with N = 1000 and k = 30. For
each of the 8 instances a different capacity constraint c was chosen. The MSKP
algorithm had an allowable error setting c = 4% and up to 6 levels of decomposition.
MSKP achieved a better than 96% solution with an average speedup of 9.63 over the
CPLEX solution. Figure 4-4 shows the running time comparison between CPLEX
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and MSKP. Figure 4-5 shows the optimal solution given by both algorithms and
Figure 4-6 shows the acceptable maximum and actual solution errors for MSKP.
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Figure 4-4: Uncorrelated Problem Running Times
Exp Capacity CPLEX MSKP Error Speed Up
OPT t (ms) OPT t (ms)
1 40 1447 180 1419 20 0.019 9.00
2 43 1507 200 1494 20 0.009 10.00
3 49 1627 180 1608 20 0.012 9.00
4 51 1661 190 1642 20 0.011 9.50
5 55 1734 190 1728 20 0.003 9.50
6 69 1955 200 1955 20 0.000 10.00
7 73 2014 220 2001 20 0.006 11.00
8 80 2118 180 2118 20 0.000 9.00
Table 4.2: Uncorrelated Instances with 4% Acceptable Error
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Figure 4-5: Uncorrelated Problem Optimal Solutions
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4.3.2 Weakly Correlated Instance
Table 4.3 shows the numerical results for problem instances where item profits and
weights were weakly correlated. Again, the problem size was N = 1000 and k = 30.
Each of the eight experiments had a different capacity setting. The MSKP algorithm
had up to 6 levels of decomposition and an acceptable error of 4%. Figure 4-7 shows
the running time comparison between CPLEX and MSKP. Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-
9 show the optimal solution and solution error for CPLEX and MSKP. We can see
that MSKP achieved a better than 96% solution with an average speedup of 3.39
over the CPLEX solution.
Exp Capacity CPLEX MSKP Error Speed Up
OPT t (ms) OPT t (ms)
9 100 244 195 237 60 0.029 3.25
10 112 266 188 257 60 0.034 3.13
11 126 292 200 281 50 0.038 4.00
12 152 340 160 339 60 0.003 2.67
13 169 369 210 364 50 0.014 4.20
14 181 390 200 383 60 0.018 3.33
15 193 410 190 404 60 0.015 3.17
16 206 430 200 415 60 0.035 3.33
Table 4.3: Weakly Correlated Instances with 4% Acceptable Error
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4.3.3 Strongly Correlated Instance
Table 4.4 shows the numerical results for problem instances where item profits and
weights were strongly correlated. The settings for the MSKP algorithm were an
acceptable error of 4% and up to 6 levels of decomposition. Figure 4-10 shows the
runtime comparison between CPLEX and MSKP. As we can see from Figure 4-
11 and Figure 4-12, the MSKP solution was the optimal solution and the average
runtime speedup factor was 1.11. As the capacity constraint became looser, the run-
time performance of the CPLEX program started edging ahead of MSKP. MSKP
performance becomes better as the capacity constraint becomes tighter.
For the strongly correlated cases, the MSKP algorithm consistently produced
zero error solutions. In such cases, the high correlation between the weights and
profits implies that almost no information is lost when the profits are approximated.
This might be a plausible explanation for this behavior.
Exp Capacity CPLEX MSKP Error Speed Up
OPT t (ms) OPT t (ms)
17 100 400 180 400 120 0.000 1.50
18 111 411 180 411 130 0.000 1.38
19 125 425 180 425 120 0.000 1.50
20 143 443 170 443 160 0.000 1.06
21 167 467 150 467 170 0.000 0.88
22 188 488 180 488 180 0.000 1.00
23 215 515 180 515 210 0.000 0.86
24 251 551 180 551 250 0.000 0.72
Table 4.4: Strongly Correlated Instances with 4% Acceptable Error
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Figure 4-10: Strongly Correlated Problem Running Times
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4.4 Numerical Results for Varying k
In this experiment, we hold the capacity fixed for a given uncorrelated problem and
vary the cardinality constraint k from 20 to 29. Table 4.5 summarizes the results
for acceptable error set to 4%. Figure 4-13 shows running time comparisons between
CPLEX and MSKP. On an average, MSKP is around 6.5 times faster than CPLEX
with an average solution error of 1.6%.
Figure 4-15 and Figure 4-14 show the optimal solution and error values for the
6 = 0.04 case. As the k value decreases, for the same capacity constraint, the number
of options that a solver has to consider from a given set of items increases and this
leads to the longer computation times. This behaviour is not seen in CPLEX as it
uses a branch-cut strategy rather than a dynamic programming procedure in this
case.
CPLEX v/s MSKP Running Time, Varying k,E = 0.04
250
200-
150
E
CD CPLEX
E MSKP
100-
50-
0
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
k
Figure 4-13: Running Times for Varying k, c = 0.04
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ExpId k CPLEX Sol CPLEX t (ms) MSKP Sol MSKP t (ms) Solution Error Speedup
211 29 2332 180 2290 20 0.0180 8.667
212 28 2304 200 2269 20 0.0151 9.833
213 27 2277 170 2232 20 0.0197 8.500
214 26 2233 170 2173 20 0.0268 8.500
215 25 2181 190 2139 20 0.0192 9.500
216 24 2127 210 2117 50 0.0047 4.350
217 23 2067 190 1992 40 0.0362 5.527
218 22 2001 200 1990 55 0.0054 4.083
219 21 1928 190 1915 60 0.0067 3.333
220 20 1855 180 1827 60 0.0150 2.889
Table 4.5: Results for varying k with c = 0.04
CPLEX v/s MSKP Solution Error, Varying k, e = 0.04
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Figure 4-14: Solution Error for Varying k, c = 0.04
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Figure 4-15: Optimal Solutions for Varying k, c = 0.04
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4.5 Numerical Results for Varying c
Here we keep the problem instance constant and vary the allowable error parameter e
for the MSKP algorithm. The problem instance has uncorrelated profits and weights.
We set N = 1000 , capacity to 101 and k = 30 and up to m = 4 bin levels. We run 5
experiments each for 7 values of E between 2% and 3.5%. The exact solution value for
this problem was calculated using CPLEX to be 2354 in 180ms. Table 4.6 summarizes
the results. Figure 4-16 shows the running times of MSKP as E changes. Figure 4-17
compares the solution quality for different acceptable error upper bounds.
Running Times (ms) MSKP
0.022 0.024 0.026 0.028
Figure 4-16: Running Times for Varying c
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Exp. ID E MSKP(Opt) MSKP(t ms) Solution Error
1 0.020 2347 59919.4 0.0030
2 0.023 2345 7987 0.0038
3 0.025 2329 919 0.0106
4 0.028 2338 448 0.0068
5 0.030 2338 80 0.0068
6 0.033 2328 68 0.0110
7 0.035 2332 20 0.0090
Table 4.6: Running Times for Varying c
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Figure 4-17: Solution Error for Varying c
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4.6 Summary
Table 4.7 summarizes the empirical results for problems of similar size with an ac-
ceptable error of 4%. Of the three cases considered, the uncorrelated instances had
the greatest speedup. The weakly correlated cases had the highest observed error
and the strongly correlated cases consistently showed zero error. In terms of run-
ning times, the strongly correlated cases were closest to CPLEX. The un-correlated
problems have the widest range of profit densities while the strongly correlated prob-
lems have a single profit density (before approximation). As the variation in profit
densities decreases, solving the coarse problem using dynamic programming becomes
harder. The speedup results are consistent with this hypothesis. Appendix C contains
additional empirical results.
Type Error Speed Up
Uncorrelated 0.008 9.63
Weakly Correlated 0.023 3.39
Strongly Correlated 0.000 1.11
Table 4.7: 4% Expected Error Summary
In this chapter we looked at the computational performance of the MSKP algo-
rithm introduced in the Chapter 2. For a variety of randomly generated problems we
see that the running time and solution quality of MSKP is comparable to that of
CPLEX.
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Conclusions
This chapter summarizes the ideas and contributions presented in this thesis and
suggests some avenues for further research.
5.1 Summary
As described in Chapter 1, the aim of this thesis was to develop an approximation
algorithm for the cardinality constrained knapsack problem. To this end, I developed
MSKP, a multiscale approximation algorithm described in Chapter 2. The first step
in MSKP is a rounding and reduction procedure that constructs a hierarchy of bins
on the profit axis. The error in the approximation increases as the bins go from fine
to coarse. In the next step, a feasible solution is calculated to the problem using
dynamic programming with the coarse profit bins as the input. The accuracy of this
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solution is then improved by moving down the scales to the finer levels and refining
the solution as needed.
Chapter 3 showed that the MSKP algorithm is a fully polynomial approximation
scheme and the runtime complexity is better than the previous best theoretical result
(hybrid binning) for the same performance ratio. Table 5.1 shows a comparison of
the runtime complexity of MSKP with the two previously known algorithms.
Author Complexity
Caprara et al [3] O(N)
Hutter, Mastrolilli [18] O(N + - min{k, })
MSKP O(N + kmin{k, j})
Table 5.1: FPTAS for kKP
As kKP generalizes the ordinary binary knapsack problem (BKP), the algorithm
also provided a fully polynomial approximation scheme for the BKP.
For a variety of problem instances, I evaluated the practical utility of the algorithm
by comparing its running times to that of a commercial integer programming solver.
Empirical results showed that for acceptable approximation errors, the running times
of MSKP was equal to or better than that of CPLEX. For example, for a problem
size of a 1000 variables with uncorrelated profits and weights, MSKP shows a one
order of magnitude average speed up with less than 3% error as compared to CPLEX.
The general approach in developing approximation algorithms for combinatorial
optimization problems often starts with rounding and reduction. A systematic pro-
cess, such as the one presented in this thesis, to cast the problem data into a hierarchy
defined by the approximation error may have theoretical and practical utility in solv-
ing other hard combinatorial problems. The next section presents some directions for
further work.
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5.2 Further Research
1. Improving the Approximation Scheme The arithmetic, geometric and hybrid
schemes worked on the profit axis without considering the distribution of items
along that axis. The Split/Merge scheme presented in this thesis adapts the
bins to the item profit distribution by using an average approximation error
within a bin as a control. It might be possible to improve the algorithm using
better threshold selection schemes. The choice of T = Me as the threshold
works for all integrable distributions of item profits. However, for specific profit
distributions, it might be possible to obtain similar levels of binning with lower
thresholds. This will serve to increase the accuracy of the coarse solution.
The error measure proposed in this thesis depends only upon the item profits
and its distribution. Intuitively, we would stand to lose less if we increase the
approximation error on those items with smaller profit densities. This may not
necessarily lead to a decrease in complexity, but the empirical running times of
the algorithm should improve.
2. Explaining the Curious Behaviour of Strongly Correlated Problems The empiri-
cal results for the strongly correlated problems in Chapter 4 and in Appendix C
show that the MSKP algorithm always reaches the exact solution to the prob-
lem. I hypothesize that the reason for this behaviour is that the 100% correlation
between item profits and weights in this case lead to no loss of information when
the profits are approximated. The change in item profits is too small to affect
the optimization direction and solution location on the plane of constraints.
In effect, we end up solving the original problem. An interesting direction for
further research would be to see if this hypothesis is valid.
3. Approximate Dynamic Programming for Knapsack Problems In approximate
dynamic programming (ADP), the intermediate values of the dynamic pro-
gramming functional is approximated using various techniques to speed up the
recursion. Demir [5] shows the empirical performance of ADP in solving knap-
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sack problems and its variations. In this process, the domain over which the
functional is evaluated is discretized, the functional is evaluated at the grid
points and intermediate values are interpolated. A possible application of the
ideas described in this thesis is the construction of an adaptive grid, which is
coarse in those areas where we are not interested and finer in those areas where
calculating the functional accurately is important.
4. Other Combinatorial Problems The multiscale approximation technique pre-
sented here might possibly be used to obtain fast heuristic solutions for other
combinatorial problems. For example, in a two dimensional Euclidean traveling
salesman problem, the discretization of the plane into a grid can be adapted to
the distribution of locations to be visited. Another problem of practical interest
comes from retail space allocation, where given limited shelf space and a limited
number of shelves, the number of facings of different brands of items have to
be determined such as to maximize the expected revenue. Any given brand has
only one set of items on display, this adds additional cardinality constraints for
each brand to be considered. While a FPTAS for this problem might not be
possible, a fast heuristic solution is definitely desirable.
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List of Symbols
A An approximation algorithm, page 12
a Cardinality of L, page 26
0 Cardinality of V, page 26
BKP The binary knapsack problem, page 11
A Change in item profit when a bin is split, page 28
6 Target error, performance ratio, page 12
FPTAS Fully Polynomial time approximation scheme, page 12
kKP The binary knapsack problem with cardinality constraints, page 11
A Profit density or the ratio of an item's profit to its weight, page 27
Af kProfit density of bin k at level i, page 27
L Set of large profit items, page 26
S Set of small profit items, page 26
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MSKP The multiscale approximation algorithm, page 18
1-I A maximization problem, page 12
PTAS Polynomial time approximation scheme, page 12
!R+ The positive Real axis, page 11
T Threshold for average approximation error in a bin, page 22
E Average relative approximation error for bin i, page 31
Ei Average relative approximation error in bin i, page 24
Eij Average relative approximation error of j - i + 1 merged bins, page 35
Emax Maximum relative approximation error for an item, page 35
a An element of set V, page 26
Bi Set of items in bin i, page 29
Bia Set of items in the lower profit bin created by splitting bin i, page 29
Biew Intersection of Bia and Bi, page 29
Bid New items added to bin Bia after bin i is split, page 29
Bib Set of items in higher profit bin created by splitting bin i, page 29
Bew Intersection of Bib and Bi, page 29
Bod New items added to bin Bib after bin i is split, page 29
c The capacity of the knapsack, page 11
fp(p) Profit density distribution function, page 31
H A heuristic algorithm, page 21
I Index set of items in optimal solution, page 21
Io* Index set with xi = 0, page 21
I1 Index set with xi = 1, page 21
Ji Unsplit bins at level i, page 27
k The cardinality constraint, maximum number of items selected in the so-
lution, page 11
1 = 1,... , NL, page 26
M Maximum number of consecutive bins that can be merged, also 2 m, page 33
m Number of levels of binning, page 22
N The number of items, page 11
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NL Number of large profit items in solution, page 26
Ns Cardinality of set S, page 35
nib Number of items in bin Bib, page 29
ni Number of items in the ih bin, page 35
OPT(lI) Optimal solution to maximization problem II, page 12
p' Item profits after Split/Merge, page 22
pA The profit of the ith item or bin, page 11
PL Small/Large profit threshold, page 24
pil Profit of item i at level 1, page 27
P max Maximum item profit, page 21
T Subset of S such that the total number of items in T and U is < k and the
total weight of all the items in T is less than or equal to any excess weight
left over after the items in a corresponding set U fill the knapsack. Under
such conditions, the total profit of the items in T is the largest possible,
page 26
U Subset of L such that for the total profit of all the items in U, the total
weight is the smallest and also less than the capacity c of the knapsack.
Also the cardinality of U is < k, page 26
V Set of total profits of all feasible subsets U of L, page 26
Wi The weight of the ith item, page 11
Xi A binary variable which is 1 if item i is included in the knapsack solution,
page 11
z min{k, .}, page 36
Z* Optimal solution, page 21
ZH Greedy heuristic solution, page 21
ZO* Coarse level solution, page 22
Zi Optimal solution that always includes item i, page 28
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Complexity Analysis for Selected
Distributions
This chapter considers three different functional forms for the profit density function
fp(p); linear, power and exponential. In each case, we prove that a specific variation
of Lemma 1 holds true.
B.1 Piecewise Linear Profit Distribution
We assume that the distribution of item profits is piece-wise linear. Within a single
bin we assume that this distribution can described as
fP(p) = a + Op (B.1)
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where the parameters a, 3 describe the behavior of the curve, p is the profit
variable. We consider three possible cases for a and 3.
Case 1, / = 0, i.e., the profit distribution is constant
Case 2 , / < 0, i.e., the profit distribution has a negative slope
Case 3 , / > 0, i.e., the profit distribution has a positive slope
For each case, we compute the average relative approximation error and show that
its upper bound is E.
Lemma 3. For any linear distribution of item profits within a bin i, where the bin
profits increase geometrically, the average relative approximation error Ej <
Proof.
B.1.1 Case 1, 3 = 0
Here fp(p) is a constant and is given by
fp(p) = a (B.2)
where a > 0.
ej is then given by
JPi+1 P 
- A.adp
Ej = . P1 (B.3)
p adp
(pi+ - pi)a - api ln (
(Pi+1 - pi)a
E= In (B.5)
C 1 -
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The Taylor series expansion for In 1
1in =6e+
1 -ce
B.1.2 Case 2, 0 < 0
We re-write the profit density function as follows
fp(p)= a -YP
where -y = #.
By definition, the density function cannot be negative, hence for every profit value
p in bin i, we have the following condition
a - yp > 0 (B.8)
This condition should be satisfied when p attains its maximum value within the
bin. Hence we have
a > 'ypsi (B.9)
Substituting for fp(p) in equation 3.2 gives us
JP+1 A (a - -yp) dp
fi+ 1
1 (a - yp) dp
To simplify the calculation, we re-write this as
K
e= 1 - -D
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gives us
2 3
2 3
(B.6)
ei < 6 (B.7)
V= apsiIn - Ep
1 yp (2 - E
D = api- YFE(2 E1 - 6 2 (1 - C)2
Simplifying these expressions, we get
D a ( -ypi(2-E)
2(1-c)
From equation B.9 we write
a = C 1 - E
where C is a positive constant > 1. Substituting y = ) in equation B.10 we have,cpi
ei 1 i1 2-E
2C
Simplifying this expression, we get
2C( - E) 1 1 2(1 -)e- = 1 - In+
2C- ) 1 I- 2C- 2+E
Expanding the In term gives us
2C(1C-c) +1] +2(1 -)
2C-2+E L2 + 2C - 2+c
Which simplifies to
2C - 2+ : (C - 1)E
ei 51 -(  e)2C - 2 + E 2C - 2+ E.
As C > 1 by definition, we have
ei < E (B.11)
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B.1.3 Case 3, / > 0
The analysis for case 3 is similar to that of case 2 but not identical. Here the profit
density function is reflected with respect to the y-axis but the profit axis itself is not.
We have
fp(p) = a + Op > 0
where 3 is a positive constant.
We also have, from the definition of the profit density,
a > - 3 pj
From equation 3.2
Ji1 2 (ce±+3p) dp
PA P
]i (a + Op) dp
Simplifying as before
= -
V
M = api In ( 11-- + p) -/p C
e#pj2 E (2 - c)D = api1  + 2 ( ) 2
From equation B.1.3, we write
a = Copi
where C is a constant > -1.
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Simplifying as before
-- n(1-)+C
1± 2-c
2C(1-e)
Again, using the expansion for ln( -;) from equation B.6 we have
S2C - E - 2CE + 2 + Ce - CE2  ]
2C - E - 2CE + 2 2C - E - 2Ce + 2
By definition, e E (0,0.5] and C > -1. For this range of values for E and C,
(1 - e) 2 cc-C 2  is always positive. Hence we have
Ej < E (B.12)
Equations B.7,B.11 and B.12 prove lemma 3.
B.2 Piecewise Power Profit Distribution
The profit density function need not be continuos at a bin boundary, hence we consider
piecewise power function distributions of item profits. This generalizes the case where
the distribution function is continuos in the entire range of profits. It also generalizes
the earlier analysis for piecewise linear functional forms.
Consider item profit distributions within a bin of the form
fp(p) = p, + C (B.13)
where 1 > 1 and C is a constant term.
We compute the average relative approximation error for such cases and show that
its upper bound is E.
Lemma 4. For a power function distribution of item profits within a bin i, where the
bin profits increase geometrically, the average relative approximation error Ej _ E
Proof. From equation 3.2, substituting the power form for fp(p) and simplifying the
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resulting integral gives us
< + 1 p (y- - 1) + Cl In 1 (B.14)
- l p(-yl+l - 1) + C(l + 1) (- - 1)
where y = -.
We would like the RHS of equation B.14 to be < e, the target error. This is true
when the following condition is satisfied.
L+P1 [ p±(y - 1) + 1C In y > 1 (B.15)
1 p'(yl+1 - 1) + (I + 1)C(_ - -
We are interested in the case where 'y -- 1. Evaluating equation B.15 at the limit
using L'Hopital's rule shows that this is indeed true and condition B.15 holds true.
This gives us the proof for lemma 4. 1:1
B.3 Second Order Exponential Profit Distribution
Consider a profit distribution within a bin that is a second order exponential form.
fp(p) - pe-c (B.16)
where C is a positive constant.
We compute the average relative approximation error for such cases and show that
its upper bound is e.
Lemma 5. For a second order exponential function distribution of item profits within
a bin i, with positive linear slope damped by exponential decay and bin profits increas-
ing geometrically, the average relative approximation error ej e
Proof. From equation 3.2, substituting the linear-exponential form for fp(p) and
simplifying the resulting integral gives us
1 - ecpt(1-y)
Ei <11 - 1 - e Ci( 1 Y)) (B.17)
-1 - -YeCoi(1--Y) + (1-ecoi(1--Y))
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where -y = 9-. As before, we are interested in the case where -y -+ 1. Evaluating the
limit using L'Hopital's rule shows that
Ei <E (B.18)
and this proves lemma 5.
In summary, we have shown that for any linear, power or second order exponential
distribution of item profits within a bin, the average relative approximation error as
defined in equation 3.2 is never greater than e. The computation of the runtime
complexity now follows as shown in Section 3.3 in Chapter 3
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Additional Empirical Results
This chapter contains supplementary numerical results to those presented in Chap-
ter 4. Table C. 1 shows the running times and observed errors for a set of uncorrelated
problem instances with an acceptable error bound of 3%. Figures C-1, C-2 and C-3
show the respective running times, optimum values and observed error for this set of
experiments.
Table C.2 shows the running times and observed errors for a set of weakly corre-
lated problem instances with an acceptable error bound of 5%. Figures C-4, C-5 and
C-6 show the respective running times, optimum values and observed errors for this
set of experiments. The number of levels of binning m was set to 4 here as compared
to m = 6 in the experiments presented in Table 4.3.
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Exp. ID Capacity CPLEX(Opt) CPLEX(t ms.) MSKP(Opt) MSKP(t ms) Error Speedup
1 255 2795 190 2739 90 0.020 2.11
2 101 2354 180 2338 70 0.007 2.57
3 203 2740 180 2704 90 0.013 2.00
4 113 2445 190 2409 80 0.014 2.38
5 127 2532 200 2522 80 0.004 2.50
6 145 2620 180 2583 80 0.014 2.25
7 169 2682 190 2658 90 0.009 2.11
8 290 2817 170 2739 110 0.028 1.55
Table C.1: Uncorrelated Problem Results with 3% Acceptable Error
CPLEX v/s MSKP Running Time, Uncorrelated Profits/Weights
1 2 3 4 5
Experiment
6 7 8
Figure C-1: Uncorrelated Problem Running Times with 3% Acceptable Error
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Figure C-2: Uncorrelated Problem Optimal Solutions with 3% Acceptable Error
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Figure C-3: Uncorrelated Problem Solution Error with 3% Acceptable Error
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Exp. ID Capacity CPLEX(Opt) CPLEX(t ms.) MSKP(Opt) MSKP(t ms) Error Speedup
9 100 244 195 237 130 0.029 1.50
10 113 268 190 261 130 0.026 1.45
11 127 294 200 289 130 0.017 1.54
12 152 340 160 339 120 0.003 1.33
13 169 369 210 364 130 0.014 1.62
14 191 406 200 402 120 0.010 1.67
15 203 425 190 411 140 0.033 1.36
16 226 458 200 439 60 0.041 3.33
Table C.2: Weakly Correlated Problem Results with 5% Acceptable Error
CPLEX v/s MSKP Running Time, Weakly Correlated Profits/Weights
-PE
LiiMSKPx
2 3 4 5
Experiment
250
200-
Figure C-4: Weakly Correlated Problem Running Times with 5% Acceptable Error
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Figure C-5: Weakly Correlated Problem Optimal Solutions with 5% Acceptable Error
CPLEX v/s MSKP Solution Error, Weakly Correlated Profits/Weights
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Figure C-6: Weakly Correlated Problem Solution Error with 5% Acceptable Error
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Table C.3 shows the results of an experiment where the k value was varied for
a fixed capacity and acceptable error of 3%. Figures C-7, C-8 and C-9 show the
corresponding running times, optimum values and observed error for this case. The
number of levels of binning m was set to 4 here. The relatively poor performance
of MSKP in the last six experiments is explained by the small choice for m and
the increasing difficulty faced by the dynamic programming solution for 6 = 3% as k
becomes smaller.
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Figure C-7: Running Times for Varying k, E = 0.03
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Figure C-8: Optimal Solutions for Varying k, E = 0.03
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Figure C-9: Solution Error for Varying k, E = 0.03
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Expld k CPLEX Sol CPLEX t (ms) MSKP Sol MSKP t (ms) Solution Error Speedup
201 29 2332 180 2301 80 0.013 2.167
202 28 2304 200 2293 80 0.005 2.458
203 27 2277 170 2269 590 0.004 0.288
204 26 2233 170 2233 590 0.000 0.288
205 25 2181 190 2141 577 0.018 0.329
206. 24 2127 210 2108 553 0.009 0.361
207 23 2067 190 2046 470 0.010 0.426
208 22 2001 200 1995 417 0.003 0.504
209 21 1928 190 1910 350 0.009 0.572
210 20 1855 180 1835 350 0.011 0.495
Table C.3: Results for varying k with c = 0.03
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